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Abstract 
This document deals the importance of validation of machine learning system. Validation, pro and cons of the 

validation especially in the life sciences industry. Also, it articulates what an organization should keep in mind before 

investing on such emerging area in the well-established domain units.  

1. MACHINE LEARNING – OUTLINE AND    

EVOLUTION: 

 Understanding the instructions is stress-free and easily 

understanding is not that simple. The complication of Machine 

Learning (ML) is similar to this maxim. “Man creates machine, 

which learns by experience over the tasks and features” is the 

simplest way of defining machine learning. Over the last five 

years, the progress of ML is remarkable especially in imaging, 

speech, text and so on. So, ML has started intruding all 

industries with time, progresses fast-track in self drive cars to 

robotic surgery as it involves various topics like Probability 

and Statistics, Fuzzy Logic, Decision Trees, Artificial Neural 

Networks (ANNs), etc. Practical systems of ML are 

predominant such as Data Mining, Pattern Recognition, 

Genetic Algorithms, Robotics’ applications, 

telecommunication and Gaming. 

Google, the internet company tops the acquisitions of various 

startups of machine learning. DeepMind, Moodstocks and 

API.AI are few examples.  Machine Learning systems can 

identify an object by its features.  For e.g., Google’s image 

neural sensing technology recognizes photos and tags people.  

It requires complex-programming and deep learning or 

converting the human mind to mathematical 

algorithms/formulae to the computer system which understands 

only binary. Another example comes to mind is, Google photos 

categorizes the images like nature, people, animals and so on in 

android mobile platform. 

Machine learning has not come to the limelight 

instantaneously. It was evolving over two decades now. While 

digging the history, in 1997, IBM Deep Blue (super computer) 

was capable of winning former chess champion Garry 

Kasparov.  And, it evolved day by day to reach the level now, 

every college fresh graduate will aspire to build a career in 

machine learning. Ever since 2013, medical field used IBM 

Watson, various machine learning (ML) industry’s startups are 

investing their substantial efforts to healthcare and life 

sciences. Today machine learning provides various 

indispensable systems/tools in the lab diagnosis cycle. Patient, 

practitioner, lab technician are various stakeholders who are 

benefited by the machine learning algorithms in diagnostic 

images by intelligent data analysis. Also, the rapid growth is 

observed in computer Aided Medical Procedures & 

Augmented Reality with the help of machine learning in the 

area of organ recognition, Tissue characterization and so on. 

This article concentrates on the importance of validating the 

machine learning systems for HLS. 

1.1 Importance of validation of machine learning systems 

Machine Learning and Internet of Things (IoT) are inseparable. 

Sensors (implanted or wearable device) in human body are 

capable of sensing and transmitting the collected data through 

mobile gateway to the base stations which further route the 

information to the healthcare server, cloud or personal server 

and practitioner can view the data over the gadget connected 

WiFi via Internet as shown in Image1.  

Image 1: Wireless body area network transfers the data to 

various terminals. 

 The app installed in doctor’s gadget is capable of learning the 

data and monitor sugar level, heart beat or the like and suggest 

the medications, injections or tonics by its learning. However, 

this has its own security related issues in terms of 

authentication, data integrity, confidentiality, availability and 

privacy. That’s when, the importance of validating the system 

arises. 

1.2 VALIDATING MACHINE LEARNING SYSTEMS 

Machine Learning is full of algorithms and validation in 

healthcare and life sciences is all about documented 

evidences. So, how to validate the complex algorithms? 

As the computer world turned towards agile 

methodologies for projects, it is imperative to make sure 

the things as and when it happens. If it is testing, then 

everyone should do testing the product.  When it comes 

to the complex field like machine learning, validating 

the data integrity, audit trails and quality can be handled 

in batches. Batching the algorithms in small and spot 

checking can also help to make sure the intent and 

performance measure are suitable. Also, the white-box 
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testers play vital role over the functional testers since 

algorithms are involved – Refer Image 2. Though there 

is no well-defined guidelines from the regulatory body 

and International Society of Pharmaceutical Engineering 

(ISPE) for this emerging field, building the validation 

strategy for the SDLC model chosen is priority over 

qualifying the specifications.   This method can vary 

over the types of machine learning (supervised, 
unsupervised).   

Unless the typical computer system validations, the 

machine learning systems’ validations are different not 

only in complexity but also the in the core of executing 

it. While the typical validation strategy applied to 

machine learning systems end to end (from categorizing 

the system till go-live), the list of validation deliverables 

stay relevant except the qualification and acceptance 

phase’s deliverables.   Does it necessary to categorize 

the ML system?  Yes. All may be bespoke and custom 

built as of now. But, there may be space for configuring 

and non-configuring ML systems in the future. 

 

Image 2: Key steps involved in ML validation 

List of deliverables for supervised and unsupervised 
machine learning systems in qualification and 
acceptance phase. 

• Code review qualification of algorithms to 
prove the outputs 

• Installation Qualification for the machine 
learning algorithms to any apps/remote cloud 
terminals 

• Security and privacy compliance checklist 
adherence (HIPAA title 2 – Administrative 
Simplification)  

• Evidence Sampling for batches 

• Performance Qualification protocols, scripts 
and summary reports 

Since unsupervised learning algorithms do not have the 

desired output and it requires the observation for 

learning, the user requirements specification will be 

dynamic and this can only be adapted for agile 

methodologies.  

1. 3.1 Qualify the infrastructure 

Most of the ML systems are IoT and cloud based 

nowadays. Image 3 shows the scope of the validation in 

ML systems. Making sure to qualify the infrastructure 

before hosting the ML systems over the cloud and IoT 

ecosystem and having the application security intact are 

vital.  Single Sign-On (SSO) is one of the options for 

private cloud.  Qualification plan, hardware and software 

specification, IQ scripts, Qualification summary report 

and production standard operating procedures are the 

deliverables as part of this activity.  

 

 

Image 3:  Validation scope in ML systems 

1.3.2 Conduct test harness 

Although there are number of ways to conduct test 

harness in machine learning, the most accelerating ways 

are categorized as into two. Train the Test: Python 

scripting is the largest using language in machine 

learning systems. Number of sample python train the test 

sample algorithms are available over the internet. In 

simple words, this helps to evaluate the algorithm for its 

correctness in terms of learning.  Cross Validation: It is a 

sampling method that provides more reliable estimates of 

algorithm’s performance.  
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1.3.3 Peripheral Troubleshooting 

We know software does not wear out. But, the hardware 
involves in the ML system may deteriorate. Hard wares 

such as central processing unit, hard disk drive may get 

wear out because of extensive use. And, that’s when the 

peripheral troubleshooting in the shared local area 

network or other network path must take place to get it 

resolved.   

1.4 MACHINE LEARNING REQUIRES CLARITY IN 

TERMS OF REGULATION IN HEALTHCARE AND LIFE 

SCIENCES INDUSTRY - BOUNDARIES AND FOCUS 

POINTS: 

Needless to say that the Healthcare and Life Sciences 

industry is regulatory driven and regulators will update 

the rules as and when the technology evolves. The form 

510(k) submissions and clearance of apps which act as 

medical devices take care of apps uses machine learning 

to an extent. But, though this is not still the launch, there 
is an abundance of importance in machine learning, until 

now, “artificial intelligence” or “machine learning” are 

not articulated well in present FDA guidance.  

For an example, a pharmaceutical company requires to 

develop a machine learning app which handles Protected 

Health Information (PHI) requires to be Health Insurance 

Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) Complaint.  

Inspite of few manufactures like Azure Machine 

Learning security practices have been verified by 

independent third party auditors and 

achieved HIPAA, ISO 27001, ISO 27018 and EU Model 

Clauses compliance, Do FDA and HHS have sufficient 

regulations in place?  A large range of upgrading is in 

scope. 

Regulators have a responsibility/opportunity to establish 
or alter the FDA’s regulatory guidance to power the 

healthcare professionals, patients and other stakeholders 

to be self-assured that these modern technologies come to 

human usage with more transparency and regulated. 

In this happening zone of upcoming growth, there is no 

surprise of shortage of skilled resources. When speaking 

to the human resource consultants in the industry, it 

reveals getting the curriculum vitae of deep 

programmers, data scientist and skilled pharma 

validation consultants for machine learning is very 

limited in the job portals and professional networks.  

This provide the below key focus points  

 

1.4.1Machine Learning, people, and society 

Build career to be a data scientist. Investigative the social 

and distinct impressions on the technologies to express 

best practices for unique design. Develop and improve 

algorithms that help computers learn from data to create 

more advanced, smart computer systems. 

Work at scale  

Think how hard a machine to learn by itself and apply the 

idea of less code does more.  

Programming is not all 

May be the Machine learning systems consist of 

algorithms and deep programs. But, ML systems require 

other areas like IoT, Cloud infrastructure and industry 

specific skills. Agile mode demand each resources in the 

team to code, build and qualify infrastructure and provide 

consulting in industry  

Steady progress 

Expecting the desire outputs sooner will not help. It may 

help for small and simple tasks but, not for large 

programs. Keep in mind that the ML system will learn 

and get better and better.  

1.5 HAWK-EYE OF MANAGEMENT VIEW AND INVESTMENTS 

FOR FUTURE IN THIS EMERGING AREA 

The year 2035 may seem like a far future of ‘drag and 

drop surface computing’ or space crafts, but remember 

that it’s hardly two decades away from now. When a 
technology emerges, it brings the equal amount of 

opportunities and risks.  A leader thinks revolutionary 

and out of the box with well governed risks’ mitigation. 

This section lists the areas to ponder in machine learning 

in management perspective.  

1.5.1 Invest small and create prototypes 

The machine learning paradigm or model is built on 

understanding the behavior designs and patterns by 

using algorithms and applying it. So, defining the scope 

is an immense challenge.   The likelihood of 

accomplishing the results based on clear scope is not 
certain as there might be situations where scope needs to 

be redefined depending on the complexity.  Eg., 

Medicines’ side effects vary for various patients. 

Large investments may place relatively high risk to the 

business. Hence, invest less and look for qualified and 

quantified profit out of it. Create prototypes for small 

and concentrate to work at scale to increase the volume 

of data it deals with.  
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1.5.2 Quality Assurance function - Train and build 

knowledge base 

Resources in this niche area are very inadequate and ask 

rate in the forthcoming years will triple especially in Life 

Sciences as there are large investments being made by 

top pharmaceutical firms. Build the knowledge base by 

industry experts. Follow T3 (Train the trainer) approach 

for training the identified key individuals to reduce cost 

in the training.  Study says that every second, on 
average, around 6,000 tweets are tweeted on Twitter, 

which corresponds to over 350,000 tweets sent per 

minute, 500 million tweets per day and around 200 

billion tweets per year. Considering the data 

management (Collect, Store and improve results) is the 

key for machine learning, building career matrix for data 

scientist and data analysts are strategic decisive.  Also, 
machine learning requires skillful and analytical white 

box testers to conduct test harness and debugging.    

 

1.6 Be choosy with infrastructure and IoT partners 

Will infrastructure and IoT partners be able to support in 
unique way of solution?   
These partnering companies have already very 

well established and will say this is the way our 

company commercially delivers to other 

partners and clients.  Be firm and ask for 

unique and customized solutions to support 

your clients.  
 

 

Will infrastructure partner qualify infrastructures?  
It may not matter in other industries like telecom or 

retail but for healthcare and life sciences. Unqualified 

infrastructure requires additional effort to the team to 

qualify before hosting any applications. Otherwise, it 

may lead to regulatory risks.  Since multiple partners are 

involved, use RACI Matrix to make things crystal clear. 

2. SUMMARY AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS  

In outer layer, the quantity of ML systems has developed 

so quickly in the past few years that an equivalent level 

of privacy and security outline or structure has yet not 

fully grown to make sure the data integrity against 

threats. Because the infrastructure service provides, 

application developers, deep learning programmers, 

researchers, data scientists and healthcare professionals 
have not been in the situation of getting the policy 

upgrade since there were no vital security breaches 

reported. There is absolutely no doubt that Machine 

learning is the groundbreaking technology. But, practical 

difficulties in implementing the thoughts, data protection 

and drug safety measures within the radius of regulatory 

and compliance are so imperative on top. With 

imaginative and resourceful IT solutions and skills, the 

machine learning is changing the healthcare and life 

sciences industry.  This will increase the scale of the 

confidence in the global human health and animal well-

being service and in the long run help medical industry 

to achieve futuristic innovations. 
 

Though the market talk is on machine learning and its 

revolution in LS industry, proven and demonstrable 

prototypical machine learning systems in Life Sciences 

are not numerous. Most importantly, how many of the 

existing ML systems in LS domain are qualified against 

customer specifications and increasingly learning within 

the pre-defined protocols to provide the expected 

outcome? This challenge opens the opportunity to the 

QA function to invest, explore, prove, qualify and assure 

the ML systems. Unless the typical SDLC, the QA 

function’s role becomes utmost quick-witted and it can 

significantly magnify the learning errors of machine or 

system. As LS IT supports itself for synchronization and 

agile mode futuristically in the quality assurance and 

testing processes, acclimatizing the existing process, 

redefine and transform for ML system’s Standard 

Operating Procedures (SOP), templates, checklists and 

guidelines are also of extreme priority.  
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